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Vienna, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek MS Cod. 471 
 

Abbreviation:  Vienna, Cod 471 

 

Contents:   Liber legis langobardorum with incorporated Walcausina, 

Placita glosses and Lombardic diagrams; Lombard Cartulary. 

 

Date:    s. xi
3/4

 (from 1050 to 1075) 

 

Summary: A plainly decorated manuscript of portable size, with pen-drawn 

initials in the same brown ink as the main text-block. The 

margins are wide and used to accommodate the glosses, 

although this is only anticipated with the use of deliberately 

ruled space for Quires 5 to 12 (fols 33-92). 

 

While the mise-en-page is similar across the Liber legis 

langobardorum, the manuscript comprises two parts (fols 1-92 

comprising the Lombard laws and fols 93-141 the Frankish and 

Saxon Capitularies) copied by different scribes. The scribe of the 

second part has been identified as one Iohannis, notarius sacri 

Palacii, active in or around Pavia in the 1070s (see Ciaralli, 

2002, pp. 97-101; Radding, 1997, pp. 857-58; Radding and 

Ciaralli, 2007, pp. 90-91). The two parts of the manuscript were 

together into a single book, although this reworking is not 

notably later, but appears to have been undertaken by the notary, 

Iohannis (see Gobbitt, 2014, pp. 64-65). 

 

Extent: i + 141 + i 

 

Origin: Northern Italy, probably Pavia 

 

Provenance: Gurk, Austria (In the Bishop’s Library by the fifteenth century), 

 Acquired for the Imperial Library, Vienna in the sixteenth 

century by Wolfgang Lazius (1514-65 CE). 

 

Surrogates: Digital images freely available online: Österreichische 

Nationalbibliothek 

<http://search.obvsg.at/primo_library/libweb/action/dlDisplay.d

o?institution=ONB&vid=ONB&onCampus=false&lang=ger&do

cId=ONB_aleph_onb06000153696> 
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MANUSCRIPT CONTENTS 

 

Item: fols. 1
v
-2

r
 

 

Title: Lombardic diagram 

 

Mise-en-page: A series of branching diagrams organising the capitula headings 

of clauses into different legal categories, some derived from 

Roman Law (Radding, 1997, pp. 838-89). Smaller diagrams are 

positioned in the margins throughout the manuscript, but this is 

the only one that occupies a full opening. 

 

Hands: 1 

 

Date: s. xi
3/4

 

 

Text Language: Latin 

 

 

Item: fols. 2
v
, l. 1 – 90

v
, l. 36 

 

Title: Liber legis langobardorum (Part I: Lombard laws), with 

Walcausina incorporated throughout and various glosses and 

Lombardic diagrams in the margins 

Rothair:  fol. 2
v
, l. 1 - fol. 46

v
, l. 1 

Grimwald:   fol. 46
v
, l. 2 - fol. 48

r
, l. 32 

Liutprand:  fol. 48
r
, l. 33 - fol. 84

v
, l. 28 

Ratchis:  fol. 84
v
, l. 29 - fol. 87

v
, l. 27 

Aistulf:  fol. 87
v
, l. 28 - fol. 90

v
, l. 36 

 

Incipit: [I]n nomine domini incipit ædictus 

 

Excipit: ut | ip se solus qui uoluntarie deservuit  

 

Mise-en-page: The text-block is written in a dark brown ink, in a single column, 

subdivided into clauses. The text begins above top line on each 

page. The outer side of each page is wide to allow space for the 

addition of the glosses, and the outer edge of this gloss-area is 

defined with a ruled line from quires 5 to 12, inclusive (fols 33 – 

92). The Lombard laws copied by scribal hand 1 now end 

abruptly part way through Astulph No. 13, on the final line of fol. 

90
v
. At least one folio, probably two bifolia, are now missing 

from the middle of this quire. The following item in the 

manuscript, supplied by the near contemporary scribal hand 2, 

provides the missing portion of the laws in the lower margin of 

this folio and the upper margin of the facing (fol. 91
r
). 
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Initials: pen-drawn initials in the ink of the main text-block of 

one to two lines in height. Some elaborations to the initials in the 

form of dots and serifs. The initials are set entirely into the 

margin to the left of the main text-block 

 

Glosses and additions: Set in the outer margin adjacent to the 

relevant area of the main text-block. Usually written in the same 

hand, ink and script as the corresponding area of text, although 

sometimes the overall script size is smaller. Additions and 

Lombardic diagrams are sometimes added in the other margins as 

well. 

 

Running Headings: written in the upper margin of the verso on 

some, but not all folios. Probably in the same hand as the main 

text-block, although palaeographic diagnosis is difficult here. 

 

Hands: 1 

 

Date: s. xi
3/4

 

 

Text Language: Latin 

 

 

Item: fol. 90
v
, l. 36 and lower margin, and fol. 91

r
, upper margin 

 

Title: Liber legis langobardorum and Walcausina 

Aistulf (No. 13)  
 

Incipit: inservivio de | detineatur pro possesione 

 

Excipit: aur probet aut taceat 

 

Rubric: aS\t/vLPHVS 

 

Mise-en-page: Written in a dark brown ink, mostly on un-ruled space in the 

margins. The vertical bounding lines are respected in the lower 

margin of fol. 90
v
, but only the inner bounding line is respected 

on fol. 91r, and the writing extends most of the width of the folio 

towards the outer margin. It would appear that this addition was 

made to complete the Liber legis langobardorum following the 

removal of at least one folio (possibly as much as two bifolia) 

from the centre of the quire (See Gobbitt, 2014, passim).   
 

 

Hand: 2 
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Date: s. xi
3/4

 

 

Text Language: Latin 

 

  

Item: fol. 91
r
, l. 1 - 92

v
, l. 38 

 

Title: Additio Tertia: Cartularium (Lombard Cartulary), Nos 3-15 

 

Incipit: uero similiter. de caeteris similiter. 

 

Excipit: cum commutatio esse debet. uadetmissus 

 

Mise-en-page: Written in brown ink in a single long line, using the same ruling 

grid as per the Liber legis langobardorum. The writing begins 

above top line.  

 

Initials: plain, pen-drawn initials sometimes just in online, in the 

same ink as the main text-block, of one to two lines’ height. The 

initials are set into the margin to the left of the ruled bounding 

line apart from on fol. 92
v
, where from l. 5 to the end the upright 

of the initials (all are < T > is aligned with the vertical bounding 

line. These last three initials are still effectively offset from the 

text-block itself, however, as the scribe begins the text-block 

significantly to the right of the ruled bounding line.   

 

Running Headings: a running heading for ‘astulf’ is given on 

the upper margin of fol. 92
r
, suggesting perhaps that these items 

cartulary items were considered to be an integral continuation of 

the Lombard laws. 

 

Hands: 1 (fols 91
r
, l. 1 – 91

v
, l. 38), and  

3 (fol. 92
r
, l. 1 – fol. 92

v
, l. 38) 

 

Date: s. xi
3/4

 

 

Text Language: Latin 

 

Item: fol. 93
r
, ll. 1-32 

 

Title: document; concordance of Greek letters and names with roman 

numerals and graphs in caroline minuscule, 

 

Incipit: Innomine patris & filii & spiritis sancti 

 

Excipit: presentis | anni M. viiii efficit. 
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Mise-en-page: Written in brown ink in a single long line, using the same ruling 

grid as per the Liber legis langobardorum. The writing begins 

above top line. The concordance of letters, copied by the same 

scribal hand, is positioned in four un-ruled columns in the right 

margin, parallel to the text-block. 

 

Hands: 3  

 

Date: s. xi
3/4

 

 

Text Language: Latin 

 

Item: fols. 93
v
, l. 1 – 

v
, l.  

 

Title: Liber legis langobardorum (Part 2: Frankish and Saxon 

capitularies), with Walcausina incorporated throughout and 

various glosses and Lombardic diagrams in the margins 

Charlemagne: fol. 93
v
, l. 1 - fol. 106

r
, l. 11 

Pippin:  fol. 106
r
, l. 12 - fol. 109

v
, l. 31 

‘explicit li|ber secundus…` fol. 109
v
, ll. 31-32 

Louis the Pious: fol. 109
v
, l. 33 - fol. 118

r
, l. 18 

Lothar: fol. 118
r
, l. 19 - fol. 128

v
, l. 30 

Wido: fol. 128
v
, l. 31 - fol. 131

v
, l. 12 

Otto I: fol. 131
v
, l. 13 – fol. 136

v
, l. 2 

Otto III: fol. 136
v
, ll. 4-31 

Henry II: fol. 136
v
, l. 32 - fol. 137

v
, l. 36 

Conrad: fol. 137
v
, l. 37 - fol. 138

v
, l. 32 

Henry II: fol. 138
v
, l. 33 - fol. 139

v
, l. 4 

 

Incipit: [a]nno feliciter undecimo. regnante domino nostro karolo 

gloriosis|sio rege. 

 

Excipit: capitali dampnare sententia.  

 

Mise-en-page: The text-block is written in a number of different brown inks, but 

by the same scribal hand throughout, in a single column, 

subdivided into clauses. The text begins above top line on each 

page. The outer side of each page is wide to allow space for the 

addition of the glosses. 

 

Initials: pen-drawn initials in the ink of the main text-block of 

one to two lines in height. Some elaborations to the initials in the 

form of dots and serifs. The initials are set entirely into the 

margin to the left of the main text-block 
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Glosses and additions: Set in the outer margin adjacent to the 

relevant area of the main text-block. Usually written in the same 

hand, ink and script as the corresponding area of text, although 

sometimes the overall script size is smaller. Additions and 

Lombardic diagrams are sometimes added in the other margins as 

well. 

 

Running Headings: written in the upper margin of the verso on 

some, but not all folios. The emperor or king named in the 

running heading does not always match the capitularies on the 

page, and the Lombard king, ‘astulf’, sometimes appears at the 

head of those of Charlemagne. 

 

Hand: 2 

 

Date: s. xi
3/4

 

 

Text Language: Latin 

 

 

Item: fol. 139
v
, l. 5 - 141

v
, l. 41 

 

Title: Additio Tertia: Cartularium (Lombard Cartulary), Nos 17-23, 1-3 

 

Incipit: Qualiter carta ostendatur  

 

Excipit: habeo. dic toto suo rogo. de romano  

 

Mise-en-page: Written in brown ink in a single long line, using the same ruling 

grid as per the Liber legis langobardorum. The writing begins 

above top line.  

 

Initials: plain, pen-drawn initials sometimes just in online, in the 

same ink as the main text-block, of one to two lines’ height. The 

initials are set into the margin to the left of the ruled bounding 

line.  

 

Hands: 2 

 

Date: s. xi
3/4

 

 

Text Language: Latin 
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

 

Form: Codex 

 

Support:  Parchment (goatskin?) 

 

Binding: modern library binding 

 

Foliation foliated on the upper right hand corner of the recto and lower left 

hand corner of the verso, both in pencil but in different hands.  

 

Collation:  i + 1-2
8
, 3

8(3 and 6 are halfsheets)
, 4-11

8
, 12

4(2 and 3 are halfsheets)
, 13-16

8
, 17

8+1
, 18

8
 + 

i
 

Full quire diagram given in Appendix A, below 

 

Folio Height:   255 (250-60) mm 

 

Folio Width: 166 (160-72) mm 

 

Layout: Ruling:    Hardpoint 

 

Ruled from:   Hairside 

 

Ruled Lines:   38 long lines, fols 1-92 

41 long lines, fols 93-141 

 

Ruled Height:  196 (190-202) mm 

 

Ruled Width:  82 (80-85) mm 

 

Bounding Lines:  Double vertical bounding lines to either side 

of the main text-block throughout the manuscript. Quires 6-12 

have a third pair of double bounding lines marking the outer edge 

of the space used for the gloss. 

 

Extenders: The first and last four in Quires 1-12 (fols 1-92). 

The first three, last three and three or four in the middle, between 

lines 19 and 25 in quires 13 to 17 (fols 93-133). Quire 18 (fols 

134-141) has the first four and last four lines and four lines in the 

middle between 19 and 25. See Appendix B for further details. 

 

Throughlines: The first and last four in Quires 1-12 (fols 1-92). 

The first three, last three and three or four in the middle, between 

lines 19 and 25 in quires 13 to 17 (fols 93-133). Quire 18 (fols 

134-141) has the first four and last four lines and four lines in the 

middle between 19 and 25. See Appendix B for further details. 
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Pricking:  Often trimmed away, but some remaining ones 

usually appear in the upper, lower and/or outer edges of many 

folios. Double rows of outer prickmarks in some parts of quire 13, 

from l. 9 downwards where the scribe appears to have realigned 

the ruling grid. 

 

Pricking Shape:  Angular slits, knife tip or similar 

 

Pricked From:  Recto 

 

 

DESCRIPTION OF HANDS 

 

Number of Hands: 3 

 

Summary: The main text-block of the manuscript is copied by three scribal 

hands. Hands 1 and 2 are active in the first part of the manuscript 

(Lombard laws and part of the Lombard cartulary), while hand 2 

wrote the second part of the manuscript entirely (Frankish and 

Saxon capitularies and the continuation of the Lombard cartulary) 

as well as reworking the two volumes into a single piece. 

 

Scribal Hand: 1 

 

Scope: Major, fols 1
r
 – 91

v
 

 

Script: Late Caroline Minuscule 

 

Date:  s. xi
3/4

  
 

Description: A clearly legible hand with rounded letter forms. 

The graphs are decorated to some extent, with pen-flicks, wedges 

and serifs, but not to the extent as to hinder the overall legibility. 

 

Ascenders: More than twice the x-height of the script. The top is 

formed as a sloping wedge along the nib angle, with the right side 

pointing upwards, and the left, down 

 

Descenders: Reaches as deep again as the x-height of the graph. 

The shaft is usually straight, and ends in either a sharp point, or 

with the line being swept upwards and to the right along the 

nib-angle as per the feet of the minims. 

 

Abbreviations: The usual range of Latin abbreviations, including 

p with various additional strokes for per, pro, etc. and suspension 

lines for contracted endings. 
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Punctuation: punctus, punctus versus 

 

Ligatures: st formed with the shaft of the t extending as a thick, 

straight line upwards and to the left and joining with the 

cross-stroke of the s. The hook of the s is formed only as a thin, 

straight line along the nib-angle that is extended noticeably past 

the stroke joining the s and t together. 

 

Scribal Hand: 2 

 

Scope: Major, fols 93
v
 – 141

v
, fol. 90

v
, l. 36 and lower margin, 

and fol. 91
r
, upper margin 

 

Script: Late Caroline Minuscule 

 

Date: s. xi
3/4

  

 

Named Scribe: The scribe has been identified on palaeographic 

grounds by Antonio Ciaralli as one Iohannis, a notarious sacri 

Palaci, who produced a document around 1070 CE regarding the 

sale of a vineyard (Ciaralli, 2002). This scribe also contributed to 

another of the manuscript witnesses of the Liber legis 

langobardorum, Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, MS Lat. 

9656. 
 

Description: a rounded script with points on the bridges between 

strokes. The tops of shafts have short points along the nib-angle, 

and the bases have short serifs. 

 

Ascenders: almost double the x-height of the script. The top is 

formed as a sloping wedge along the nib angle, extending in a 

point downwards and to the left. 

 

Descenders: equal in depth to the x-height of the script. The 

shafts are usually straight, and end in a sharp point on the nib 

angle. 

 

Abbreviations: The usual range of Latin abbreviations, including 

p with various additional strokes for per, pro, etc. and suspension 

lines for contracted endings. 

 

Punctuation: punctus, punctus versus 

 

Ligatures: st with the loop of the caroline s extended in a low, 

narrow bow that is lower in height than that of the regular 
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ascenders. 

 

Scribal Hand: 3 

 

Scope: Minor, fols 92
r
 – 93

r
 

 

Script: Late Caroline Minuscule 

 

Date:  s. xi
3/4

  
 

Description: a somewhat angular script with the top of shafts 

pointed on the pen-angle, and the shafts seriffed on the baseline. 

Some pen-flicks. Clear spacing between graphs and words.    

 

Ascenders: double the x-height of the script, the shaft leans 

slightly to the right. The top of the shaft is a point along the 

nib-angle, sometimes extended in a short point downwards and to 

the left.      

 

Descenders: equal in depth to the x-height of the script. The 

shafts are usually straight, and end in a sharp point on the nib 

angle. 

 

Abbreviations: The usual range of Latin abbreviations, including 

p with various additional strokes for per, pro, etc. and suspension 

lines for contracted endings. 

 

Punctuation: punctus, punctus versus 

 

Ligatures: ct and st, from a caroline s, ligatures are both used, 

joined with a wide looping arch that reaches higher than the 

regular descenders.  

 

 

ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION 

 

Described by Thomas Gobbitt, September 2014 as part of the Lise-Meitner Fellowship 

project Lombard Laws in the Long-Eleventh Century, funded by the Austrian Science 

Fund (FWF). 
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APPENDIX A: QUIRE DIAGRAM 

 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8  
  h f f h h f f h h f f h h f f h   

                    

                    

                    

                    

                    

Quire 1 

 

 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16  
  h f f h h f f h h f f h h f f h   

                    

                    

                    

                    

                    

Quire 2 

 

 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24  
  h f f h h f f h h f f h h f f h   

                    

                    

                    

                    

                    

                    

Quire 3 

 

 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32  
  h f f h h f f h h f f h h f f h   

                    

                    

                    

                    

                    

Quire 4 

 

 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40  
  h f f h h f f h h f f h h f f h   

                    

                    

                    

                    

                    

Quire 5 

 

 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48  
  h f f h h f f h h f f h h f f h   

                    

                    

                    

                    

                    

Quire 6 
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 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56  
  h f f h h f f h h f f h h f f h   

                    
                    

                    

                    

                    

Quire 7 

 

 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64  
  h f f h h f f h h f f h h f f h   

                    

                    

                    

                    

                    

Quire 8 

 

 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72  
  h f f h h f f h h f f h h f f h   

                    

                    

                    

                    

                    

Quire 9 

 

 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80  
  h f f h h f f h h f f h h f f h   

                    

                    

                    

                    

                    

Quire 10 

 

 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88  
  h f f h h f f h h f f h h f f h   

                    

                    

                    

                    

                    

Quire 11 

 

   89 90 91 92    
      h f f h h f f h       

                    

                    

                    

                    

Quire 12 

 

 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100  
  h f f h h f f h h f f h h f f h   

                    

                    

                    

                    

                    

Quire 13 
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 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108  
  h f f h h f f h h f f h h f f h   

                    
                    

                    

                    

                    

Quire 14 

 

 109 110 111 112 113 114 115 116  
  h f f h h f f h h f f h h f f h   

                    

                    

                    

                    

                    

Quire 15 

 

 117 118 119 120 121 122 123 124  
  h f f h h f f h h f f h h f f h   

                    

                    

                    

                    

                    

Quire 16 

 

 125 126 127 128 129 130 131 132 133 
  h f f h h f f h h f f h h f f h f h 

                    

                    

                    

                    

                    

                    

Quire 17 

 

 134 135 136 137 138 139 140 141  
  h f f h h f f h h f f h h f f h   

                    
                    

                    

                    

                    

Quire 18 
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APPENDIX B: RULING GRIDS 

 
The ruling grids fall into four main patters, defined by the number of horizontal lines (38 in grids A 

and B, and 41 in grids C and D).C and D are further distinguished by variations in the number of 

horizontal lines which are turned into extenders and/or throughlines. B is distinguished from A through 

the addition of a third pair of vertical bounding lines to mark the outer edge of the margin used for the 

glosses. For further details of this, see Gobbitt 2014. 

 

 

Quire Bifolia / Folios Grid No. Lines Through-lines/Extenders 
   V (pairs) H Top Middle Bottom 

1 1-8, 2-7, 3-6, 4-5 ? ? 38 ? ? ? 

2 9-16, 10-15, 11-14, 12-13 A 2 38 1-4 - 35-38 

3 17-24, 18-23, 19, 20-21, 22 A 2 38 1-4 - 35-38 

4 25-32, 26-31, 27-30, 28-29 A 2 38 1-4 - 35-38 

5 33-40, 34-39, 35-38, 36-37 B 3 38 1-4 - 35-38 

6 
42-47, 43-46, 44-45 B 3 38 1-4 - 35-38 

41-48 B2 3 38 1-4 - 36-38 

7 49-56, 50-55, 51-54, 52-53 B 3 38 1-4 - 35-38 

8 57-64, 58-63, 59-62, 60-61 B 3 38 1-4 - 35-38 

9 65-72, 66-71, 67-70, 68-69 B 3 38 1-4 - 35-38 

10 
73-80, 74-79, 75-78 B 3 38 1-4 - 35-38 

76-77 B2 3 38 1-4 - 36-38 

11 81-88, 82-87, 83-86, 84-85 B 3 38 1-4 - 35-38 

12 89-92, 90, 91? B 3 38 1-4 - 35-38 

13 93-100, 94-99, 95-98, 96-97 C 2 41 1-3 20-22 39-41 

14 

101-108 C2 2 41 1-3 - 39-41 

102-107 C3 2 41 1-3 19-21 39-41 

103-106 C 2 41 1-3 20-22 39-41 

104-105 C4 2 41 1-3 21-23 39-41 

15 

109-116 C4 2 41 1-3 21-23 39-41 

110-115 C5 2 41 1-3 22-24 39-41 

111-114 C6 2 41 1-3 23-25 39-41 

112-113 C 2 41 1-3 20-22 39-41 

16 

117-124 C4 2 41 1-3 21-23 39-41 

118-123 C3 2 41 1-3 19-21 39-41 

119-122, 120-121 C7 2 41 1-3 18-20 39-41 

17 

125-132 C8 2 41 1-3 21-23 41 

126-131 C9 2 41 1-3 21-23 40-41 

127-130 C4 2 41 1-3 21-23 39-41 

128-129 C 2 41 1-3 20-22 39-41 

133 C10 2 41 1-2 - 39-41 

18 

134-141 D 2 41 1-4 21-24 38-41 

135-140 D2 2 41 1-4 22-25 38-41 

136-139 D3 2 41 1-4 20-23 38-41 

137-138 D4 2 41 1-4 19-22 38-41 
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Ruling Grid A 

 

 
Ruling Grid B 
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Ruling Grid C 

 

 

 
Ruling Grid D 


